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A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO AN ANALOGUE
OF ARTIN 'S CONJECTURE

P.  J.   WEINBERGER

Abstract. I construct a counterexample to a conjecture of

Larry Goldstein on the density of primes which split completely in

none of a set of algebraic number fields. The fields used are all

Abelian over the rationals.

1. Introduction. Let S be a set of rational primes, and for each p e S

let Lv be a finite dimensional normal extension of the field of rational

numbers Q. Let T be the set of those natural numbers divisible only by

primes of S, together with one. For each k e Tkt Lk be the compositum of

those L.„ with p\k, peS. Take LX=Q. Let n(k) be the degree of Lk over Q.

Let A be the natural density of those rational primes which split completely

(into distinct factors) in none of the fields Lp, for all/) e S. In ([1], [2]) it

is conjectured that if

(i) ¿—rr<=°,
*er"W

then

(2) A = ^-
tea- "(fe)

This conjecture is known to be true in the cases of finite S, and in the

case when L¡p Q(íPz) for every prime p, where X,¡ denotes a primitive

y'th root of one. However, the example constructed below shows that the

conjecture is false. This counterexample has S as the set of all primes, and

also satisfies

,,, ,. n(p)
(3) hm -= 0,

»^oo log(disc(L„))

the condition of the Brauer-Siegel theorem.

2. In this section consider a fixed odd prime p. Let «>1 be an integer

and let m=p2n— 1. Then deg({?(£m)) = <£(m) and by a well-known result on

cyclotomic fields,/) is unramified in ö(£,„). Since (?(£„,) is Abelian we may

unambiguously speak of the decomposition field, k„, of p in Q(ím). The
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above remarks establish the following:

kn is Abelian, in particular, kn is normal;

(4) p splits completely in k„;

deg(kn) = <f>(m)l2\

Further, we have

„      7r(m)          m p2
deg(fc„) - <p(m)\2n » -^ » —-»

2"        2n log m     22n log p

so

(5) lim deg(fc„) = co.
n -» ao

The proof of the following lemma occupies the rest of this section.

Lemma.

,*\ y        deg(fcn) _
(6) hm -= 0.

n-oo 10g(dÍSC(/cn))

Proof. The proof requires some standard notions from class field

.theory for absolutely Abelian fields. A concise summary may be found in'[3, pp. 4-6].

For any positive integer j let c(j) denote the multiplicative group of

reduced residue classes modulo/. Then Q(tm) is the class field for the group

of characters c(m)* on c(m), while km is the class field for the group X of

those characters on c(m) for which %(p)=l; X={x e c(m)*\x(p)—l}.

Note that X is isomorphic with (c(m)Kp))*, where (p) is the subgroup of

c(m) generated by p. The discriminant-conductor formula says that

disc(/cn)=n/*=nr,')
xeX f\m

where a(f) is the number of elements of X with conductor/.

If (j,p)=l, let e(j) denote the exponent of p modulo j. Then if j\m, the

number of elements of c(j)* which are one atp is <£(y')/e(/') since the order

of c(j) is (f>(j) and the order of (p) in c(j) is e(j). Hence

«/)-*£ = 2 «o>,
e(f)      nt

since every element of X which is defined modulo/has conductor which

divides/ The Möbius inversion formula gives

(7.) *(/) = 2m;)^)=2m;Ä
Hi V       Ht e^)

The lemma will be proved by showing that a(m) is sufficiently large.
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Write

(8) m = mx(p2"'1 + 1) = mx2m2,

let 2"| |m; that is, 2"\m and 2"+1 does not divide m. It is easy to see that

(mlt ma)=l.
To use (7) to calculate a(m) it is necessary to evaluate e(mjd) for rf|m

and d square free. An easy induction shows that 2x~n~1\ \(p— 1), so

e(2a-B)=2"-ff when a=0 or 1. If /| mx then e(qß)<2n since />2"-1

= 1 (mod mj, while if qß\ \m2, then (8) shows that e(qß)—2n. Hence, if

d=dxd2 with dx odd, ¿^Wi, í/2|2w2,

e(m\d) = 2n      if   ¿2 < 2m2,

= 2"-1   if   d2 = 2m2.

It is convenient to introduce the multiplicative function F(y)=

2d|y/"(^(r/^)> s0 F(g)=g-2, F(gi)=gi~2(g~W where # is prime and

7>1. F(y) is the number of characters of conductor y, although this ob-

servation is not needed in the proof. From (7) it follows that

a(m) = 2-»2m4 2 M^W^Wy2)
iii L-oddá2 \ «i   /      \d2l

+       2      M<w(fW(^)+tf2,»WfY
i:vpnd2<2m2 \«i/      \ «2 / \ai/.

= 2/"(</i)4t) ( 2 M^iy) - 3Mm2))2-

= 2a-2-F(^)(F(m2) - 3M(m2)).

» il-2 »Oil- -Ï» (log log y)~2,
»Iv       g »Iv   \ g/

Now if y is odd,

F(y) vx T T g _ 2

y

so, since wjj/21-1 is odd,

a(m) » 2*~2~" ffll i        ™2 - 3^ » 2~"m

2a-1(loglogm1)2l(loglogm2)2        / n4

Hence

deg(/c„) <ft(m)   n4        1 n

log(disc(A-J)       2"   2-"mlogm     2"' QED-
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3. Denote the primes by 2—px,p2, • • ■ . Let L2=Q(\/7). If p=pm, let

Lv=kn, where kn is one of the fields constructed above, such that deg(Lj,)>

9m and deg(LJ,)/log(disc(LJ)))<l//w. These choices are possible by (5) and

(6). Now A=0, since each/? splits in Lv by (4). Further, n(k)^.deg(Lp)>

9m where p=pm is the largest prime factor of k. Then since there are 2m_1

square free integers whose largest prime factor is pm,

^u2(h) 1     ^2m-1 11
> í-L- < 1 -F - + > -= 1+ —
Zn(h)=X + 2+¿<T +14'

so (1) is satisfied. But (2) is not satisfied, since

^n(h)-        2    ±29m       14
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